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*insert a picture of the location 

(at the back, so logo on the right is still visible) 

TATU CITY as an urban laboratory ! 
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Group work 
 

Partner groups 

- academia 

- professionnal 

- private 

- government 

 

Local host, UTC host and Expert 

- Tatu City 

- INTI 



MAKING CITIES TOGETHER 
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Accessible public spaces 

Strengths and Weaknesses 
+ 
Public space : potential of scale and programming, beautiful nature and strong identity, lot of green space, 

first infrastructure built 

 

Environmental sustainability: potential for huge green network (30%), cultural identity and heritage 

 

Inclusiveness: willingness to include a variety of income groups, lot of employment (200.000), openness to 

new initiatives and innovations, lots of public equipements, initiatives for trainings and education 

 

- 
Public space: no clear definition (public/private, open/close), acces, scale, top-down approach of planning, 

connectivity, danger of gated urban islands with roads as a no man’s land 

 

Environmental sustainability: no active integral sustainable approach, not a priority, potential flooding 

risks, lack of waste management plan 

 

Inclusiveness: not a clear identity, risk of exclusivity and exclusion of the most vulnerable and the locals, 

zoning and limited mixed-used, issue of governance 

 

 



Needs for improvement 

MAKING CITIES TOGETHER 
Creating Safe, Inclusive and 

Accessible public spaces 

1. Use the public space as a driving force for the development of 

the city and its identity: waste, industrial ecology, water, energy, 

accessibility, access for all (disabled, aged) 

 

2. Link every topics into a integral vision and identity 

 

3. Use temporary events to test programs prior to permanent 

 

4. An inclusive and not a repressive approach to security 

 

5. Tatu as an urban laboratory: urban agriculture, IT, bottom-up… 

 

6. Connection to the existing environment (physical and social) 



#1 
Involve existing and future communities : start with research and mapping  

         (needs, habits, trade, uses, existing landscape) 

 

Action Orientated Framework (group 1) MAKING CITIES TOGETHER 
Creating Safe, Inclusive and 

Accessible public spaces 

#2 
Define public and private space, based on their use 

#3 
Connect green spaces into a blue and green network as natural park and water 

                retention system #4 
Define social, natural and cultural identity and build on it ! 

 

 

#5 
Develop Tatu City as a ciruclar city and use it as a spatial ingredient 

#6 
Impulse temporary programs , using space for prototyping 

#7 
Proposition for democratic government / governance model  


